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Since the discovery that no isotope effect exis ts 
for transit ion meta l s like Ru and Os 1), there has 
been some speculation as to whether , in some in­
s tances , the electron-phonon interaction is or i s 
not completely responsible for superconductivity. 
Empir ical evidence has led Matthias 2) to propose 
that there should be two types of superconductivity, 
one valid for non-transi t ion meta l s and due to the 
electron-phonon interact ion, the other suitable for 
transit ion meta l s and based on another mechanism, 
producing no isotope effect (Ru and Os) , or a par t ia l 
one (Mo 3)). His views seem to be supported also by 
the recent observations of Bucher et al . 4) and of 
Blaugher et a l . 5) that the pa rame te r V' =N(0)V/y 
i s increasing very rapidly with the electronic con­
centration for Nb-Ru and Nb-Mo alloys. These 
findings a re at var iance with the ideas expressed 
by Pines 6) based on the BCS theory Ό of supercon­
ductivity. Garland 8) has thus suggested that the 
Coulomb interaction between the s e lectrons is 
screened in transi t ion meta l s by the s-d electron 
cloud. He introduces a d ie lect r ic constant c(q, ω) 
and using a very specific model , he i s able to prove 
that in a certain domain e(q, ω) is negative, giving 
thus an at t ract ive interaction between the s e l ec ­
t rons . Unfortunately, his model leads to an energy 
gap much too large (0.03 eV) and to a f i rs t o rder 
transition at Tc. 
The purpose of this note i s to show that gener­
ally s-d interaction leads to superconductivity, and 
thus to support the idea of Garland. We use the 
Hamiltonian of Suhl 9 ) : 
H =H0+Hs+Hd + Hsd , (D 
where 
Ho - Ζ f/es cka cka + çkd dL· dka 
k ,Cf 
H* = - ¿ , v*{k'k,) <k+ <k- c-k'- c+k'+ > 
H« = ­ ~ki vd(k,k') d*+k+ dlk_ d_k,_ d+k,+ , 
Hsd = ­ Σ [vsd(k>k') ck+ c­k­ d­k<­ d+k<+ 
+ Vds(k,k<) d%k+ d*_k_ c_k,_ c+k,+] , 
where V(k,k') a r e the mat r ix elements (real) for the 
different in terac t ions , c,c*, d,d* the F e r m i opera ­
to r s for the s and d bands. V < 0 means a repuls ion, 
V > 0 an at t ract ion. The e's a r e the Bloch energ ies . 
We perform the Bogoliubov canonical t r ans fo rma­
tion as in ref. 9): 
Ck+ = uk eko + vk e^i , 
c_¿_ = ­vk e%0 + uk ekl , 
dk+ = nk fko + ck fkl > 
d­k­ = ~ek fko + ak fkl . 
and wri te that at the absolute zero the coefficients 
of £&0e&i and fkofkl a r e zer°> thus obtaining 
*ks 2ukvk - (sk + Nk) ("I - vb = ° . 
*kdûtfk - (Dk+Mk) (a¡ - of) = 0 , 
where 
Sk = A Vs(k,k') uk, vk, , 
(3) 
Dk =1 Vd(k,k<)fìk,0k, , 
k' 
Mk = Z Vds{k,k')uk, vk, , k' 
Nk = r vsd(k'*)ak<0k' ■ 
ft' 
The compatibility equations obtained from eqs . (2) 
and (3) a r e : 
V Sk<+Nk< 
Â ? ' ¿"A­'s 
(4a) 
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Dk 7¿k,k') 
Dk ' +Mk' 
2 Q k'd 
¡r· S, ι + N. t 
t vds(*'k') \rh, k 
k' ¿wk's 
(4b) 
Σ vs¿k,k·) Dp + Mk, 2Γ2 k'd 
ι 
^ks = [4s+(Sk+ Nk)2f>0 
Ω ¡fed = [4d^Dk + Mk)f 
The ground state energy is 
ff<°) = ­ ï 1 Ω71 sa 
(5) 
(6) 
and the elementary excitations are 
fe^o^o + ^ l ^ l ) 
+ Vkd{fk0fko+fklfkl)> (7) 
//<*) = Σ nte0 
In the limit of weak interactions S^, D^, M^, Nk 
are independent of & and given by: 
S =(S+N)VS Nshi[€1\S+N\~1] , 
D = (D +M)Vd Nd)ii[<L2 \D+M \ ~l] , 
M = (S +N) VsdNs In [eg \D+N | ­ 1 ] , 
Ν = (D + M) Vsd Nd In [ e 3 \D+M | _ 1] , 
(8) 
where Vs, Vd, Vsd are averages of the interactions 
over the Fermi surface, Ns, Ndthe density of s and 
d levels at the Fermi surface, e j , *2, f3, the dis­
tance from Fermi surface where interactions be­
come negligible. By a careful inspection it is pos­
sible to show that, provided thatiVgFg andNdVd 
are of the order of 10"1, or less , eqs. (8) admit 
always a non­trivial solution, whatever the sign of 
the interactions *. Because of eq. (6), anon­tr ivial 
solution gives always a ground state of lower ener­
gy than the normal state. This shows that on the 
basis of the Hamiltonian (1) one can predict that 
* We assume that Vsci £ 0; V^ φ VSV¿\ NSVS In e 1/83 f 1 and N¿V¿ In €2/83 φ 1. 
all the transition elements are superconductors. 
The argument fails naturally for those elements 
which exhibit a magnetic ordering since in this case 
it is not possible to perform the Bogoliubov t rans­
formation (see, e.g., Vonsovskii and Svirskii 10)). 
An order of magnitude for the energy gaps can 
be calculated for the simple case where Vs = V^ = 0 
It is found that the solution of eqs. (8) is 
5 =D = 0 
\M\ = (Nd/Nsy e 3 exp (­ l/\Vsd\JNs Nd) , 
\N\ (Ns/Ndf €3 exp (­ 1/1 Vsd\JNs Nd) 
(9) 
Assuming that Vsd is a Coulomb interaction, it is 
roughly equal to ­ ^e^KY~^ud/vs, where vd is the 
"effective" volume occupied by d electrons in each 
shell, and νs the volume of each cell. For vd/vs = 
IO"2 we find that | Vsd \JNsNd is of the order of 0.1, 
which gives a reasonable value for the energy gaps. 
Finally we notice that in eq. (9), e 3 is not pro­
portional to any vibration frequency, i.e., no iso­
tope effect is predicted; that | Vsd \*JNsNd is not 
proportional to γ since the latter is proportional to 
Ns + Nd. By the usual procedure of Bogoliubov et 
al. 11) the transition at Tc can be proved to be a 
second order transition. 
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